Altered neuronal activity in the striatum appears to be a key component of Huntington's disease (HD), a fatal, neurodegenerative condition. To assess this hypothesis in freely behaving transgenic rats that model HD (tgHDs), we used chronically implanted micro-wires to record the spontaneous activity of striatal neurons. We found that relative to wild-type controls, HD rats suffer from population-level deficits in striatal activity characterized by a loss of correlated firing and fewer episodes of coincident spike bursting between simultaneously recorded neuronal pairs. These results are in line with our previous report of marked alterations in the pattern of striatal firing in mouse models of HD that vary in background strain, genetic construct, and symptom severity. Thus, loss of coordinated spike activity in striatum appears to be a common feature of HD pathophysiology, regardless of HD model variability.
Introduction
Huntington's disease (HD) is a dominantly inherited neurodegenerative disorder caused by a polyglutamine (CAG) expansion in the coding region of the huntingtin gene (HDCRG, 1993) . Symptoms, including cognitive and emotional disturbances and adventitious movement, typically begin in middle age and progressively worsen until death (Harper, 1991) . Although the hallmark of HD is neuronal death, emerging evidence suggests that disease progression results from a cascade of dysfunction at multiple levels of network organization that precede cell death (Cepeda et al., 2007; Palop et al., 2006) . For example, several lines of transgenic HD mouse models show behavioral symptoms before cell loss (Levine et al., 2004) . A key target of this cascade is GABAergic medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in striatum. In fact, progression of the HD phenotype is thought to be linked in part to changes in anatomical (Klapstein et al., 2001; Spires et al., 2004) and intrinsic properties (Cepeda et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 2009; Laforet et al., 2001; Milnerwood and Raymond, 2007) of MSNs that alter their capacity to processes information. However, one overlooked and underrepresented aspect of MSN dysfunction in HD is how the pathological cascade alters striatal neuronal output, which is a dynamic process critical for proper information throughput in basal ganglia circuits.
To help bridge this gap, we recently undertook the first-ever comprehensive assessment of how HD alters striatal communication in behaving HD models. We found that MSNs from both the R6/2 and knock-in (KI) mouse models, which differ in background strain, genetic construct, and symptom severity (Heng et al., 2008) , have drastically altered spontaneous firing patterns compared to WTs (Miller et al., 2008) . Because mouse models recapitulate multiple but varying aspects of human HD (Heng et al., 2008; Vonsattel, 2008) , it is important to extend these findings to other relevant HD models.
Here we used a transgenic rat model of HD (tgHD) that carries a truncated huntingtin cDNA fragment with 51 CAG repeats under the control of the endogenous promoter (von Horsten et al., 2003) . TgHD rats exhibit an adult-onset neuropathological phenotype; however, behavioral abnormalities, including a progressive cognitive, emotional, and motor symptomatology, precede this event (Cao et al., 2006; Neurobiology of Disease 37 (2010) 
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